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PLUMBING SYSTEMS AND THEIR TESTS
I. Introduction .
The purpose of this thesis is to lay a foundation for a
scientific investigation of the problems that are at this time
of interest to students of improved plumbing practice.
Like other branches of building construction, plumbing is
constantly calling for more and more technical knowledge on the
part of those who should bo experts in this most important of all
branches
.
Not only is plumbing important from the standpoint of
structural engineering, but it is also one of the essential and
vital parts of municipal and sanitary engineering. Recent dis-
cussions and resolutions at the meetings of sanitary engineers
show the need for a broader and more thorough knowledge of plumb-
ing principles.
One of the resolutions passed and adopted at the sixth
annual meeting of the American Society of Inspectors of Plumbing
and Sanitary Engineers, held at Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 6, 7, and
8, 1911, will, if carried out as proposed, have a wide influence
toward increasing the present understanding of the principles.
The resolution was proposed by Professor J. M. White of the
University of Illinois and reads:
"Whereas, the plumbing ordinances in many of the leading
cities of the United States recognize two widely differing sys-
tems to prevent trap-siphonage ; and,
"Whereas, this society believes that the safeguarding of
public health demands a thorough investigation into the condi-
tions under which these two systems are effective; and.
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whereas, we "believe that the preliminary investigation requires
the facilities of a scientific laboratory where the several sys-
tems will be impartially tested; be it therefore,
"Resolved, that the president of this association be re-
quested to confer with the directors of the Scientific Research
Laboratories of the United States and if possible to induce one
or more of them to take the initiative in investigating this most
important question, giving them the assurance that this associa-
tion will lend its hearty co-operation by the appointment of ad-
visary committees and by using its influence with manufacturers
to furnish free of charge the material necessary for the tests;
and be it further,
ff
"Resolved that if this wo rk^ under-taken by one of the
technical schools of the United States, this association will at
its next meeting give serious consideration to the establishment
of a $500,00 Research Fellowship at said school for the investi-
gation of plumbing problems, said fellowship to be open to tech-
nical graduates, whose preliminary and technical training have
especially qualified them for such a position."
The above resolution was adopted after a great deal of
discussion, which brought out many points in its favor.
Of the many tests for which the apparatus, used in this
thesis, was originally planned, only the follo^Ting will be made I
1. The relation between the amount of pull, (i.e., reduc-
ed pressure or partial vacuum) on fixture traps to the distance
from the main vertical stack in which fixtures on floors above
have discharged their liquid contents;
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to
2. The carrying capaoity of vertico.1 soil stacks;
3. The carrying capaoity of short horrizontal soil pipes.
Further tests for which the apparatus is designed relate
(a) Stacks
(1) Offsets in.
(2) Variation in length of.
(b) Ventilation of soil pipes.
(c) General siphonago of traps.
(d) Back-vents.
(e) The relative efficiency of back-vents and the contin-
uous waste and vent.
(f ) Horizontal waste-pipos.
(g) Main house-traps.
(h) Traps for bath fixtures.
(i ) Traps for sinks and wash tubs,
(j) Fixture flushing apparatus.
(k) The action of motali c lead under varying temperatures,
(l) Water closets (types)
The following definitions of terms used in the thesis are
given:
A soil stack is a vertical line of pipe extending through
the various landings (usually through the roof) and receiving the
discharge of one or more water closet fixtures.
A waste stack is a pipe extending through the roof, and
receiving the discharge from any fixtures except water closets.
Waste pipes are pipes that carry the discharge from fix-
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taros to tlio soil stacks or drains.
Vent stacks are vortical lines of pipe extending up thro^agli
the roof and ventilating a ninaber of fixture traps or waste pipes
on two or more floors.
Vent pipes are special pipes provided for ventilating the
system of drainage or waste piping and for preventing siphonage
or back-pressure.
A back-vent pipe is a pipe connecting a trap with a vent
stack or directly with the outer air.
A continuous wasto and vent is the term used to define a
special method of installation of waste and vent stacks. It is
designed to simplify the construction and to wash out of the vent
stack any rust scales or other foreign matter that may be lodged
there.
A trap is a device through which liquids and particles of
solid matter may freely pass, but which prevents the passage of
air in either direction.
II. Available Data .
Only within very recent years has plumbing been developed
as a science. Within a very short timo, the standard of living
of civilized human-beings has been greatly raised. In this
plumbing has, as most will recognize, played a very important
part.
A careful review of past literature on tests relating to
the questions considered in this thesis, reveals few data gained
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from actual experimentation, until the last one or two years,
carried on to investigate the many theories that have been pro-
posed. The questions raised have led to numerous discussions
by sanitary experts during the past twenty years or more.
Among those v/ho have attempted to investigate by means of
scientific tests, the following appear to be the most prominent
and noteworthy: Mr. J, P. Putnam/ Mr. Glenn Brown, Sanitary In-
stitute of England^ Mr. S.S. Hellyer, St. Louis Trade SchoolJ Mr.
H. R. McGonegal and Lederle & Provost (of New York).
As will be seen later, the results obtained by Lederlo &.
Provost vdll aid most in making deductions and arriving at conclu-
sions in this thesis.
Trap Ventilation .
Mr. J. P. Putnam in 1880 made experiments on trap ventila-
tion. His tests were unreliable because of his attempt to show
the effect of evaporation and of siphonage in the same series of
tests. Prom his tests one could not distinguish between the a-
mount of seal lost by siphonage and the amoimt lost by evapora-
tion due to air passing up the back-vent.
In 1889, Mr. Glenn Brown made a few simple tests on the
Evaporation of Water in Traps. The experiments were carried on
at the Museum of Hygiene of the U. S. Na\'y Department. Five com-
mon traps of that date were experimented upon -— one being all/4
- inch S - trap and another a 3 - inch S - trap. The assumption
made v;as that a vented trap would -evaporate its seal more rapidly
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than one un-vGntGd.
The small S-trap had the loast area of surface and the
greatest depth.
To give the severest tost for ev apor-
ation, the traps were placed so that a strong
current of heated air passed through the sew-
er branch of the trap and out throijigh the
vent-pipe. The test was more severe than
would ever happen in any plumbing installa-
tion.
The traps had lost the following amounts of water after
twelve days of continuous current of heated dry air passing through
the vent pipes.
Name of Trap. Depth Lost.
Barretts 5/8 inches
Oudells 5/8 "inches
Adee's 0/4" - l/32" inches
3" - s 5/32" inches
1 1/4" s ' 1/4" inches
It is seen that the small S-trap had lost only l/4 inch in twelve
days, while its seal was 1 I/4 inch deep. At the same rate it
would have taken sixty days to break its seal with a continuous
current of heated air passing thro-ugh its vent-pipe.
From experiments, carried on in a similar manner by Dr.
Unna, Municipal Engineer of Cologne, to determine the length of
time required to destroy the seal of traps by evaporation, it can
II
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be calculated that under ordinary conditions the seal of an un-
vented siphon-trap with a 1 3/4 - inch depth of seal will be des-
troyed in from four to five weeks time.
In the year 1900 tests labeled "The Unsealing of Traps"
wore carried on by the Sanitary Institute at London England.
These tests were carried out by a special committee of Sanitarians
selected for the purpose. Their results are given in full in
the Journal of the Sanitary Institute, April, 1901. From these
bare results deductions will be dravm.
The apparatus used consisted of a 3 l/2 - inch load soil-
pipe 30 feot 8 inches high, with 3 l/2 - inch branches to two
short-hopper closets with circular outlets, the upper outlet being
3 1/4 - inch and the lower 3 I/2 inch
The closets were placed on the ground and second floor.
The types of traps used v:ere a deap-seal trap of 2 3/8 - inch
depth and an anti-siphon trap of 1 7/S inch seal.
The most iraportano tests made with this apparatus were in
determining the best position of the crown vent-pipe with rela-
tion to the air and water currents at the crown. Figures 1, 2,
3, and 4 show this fact very clearly.
These tests point out that the crown of the trap is not a
suitable position for the vent pipe. The diagram, page 8,
shows the results obtained with 3 I/2 - inch traps, a P-trap hav-
ing a seal of 2 I/8 - inches, and an S-trap with a seal of 2 -
inches. The shaded portions represent the maximum heights (out
of six tests in each case) to which the water rose in the tubes.

II
Figure 5.
Illustrations of Experiments on Closet Traps
Performed by the Sanitary Institute in 1901*
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ifhen the flush was thrown quickly into the closet bowl, from pails?
and the black portions give the maxira-jni results obtained when the
closet was flushed from an ordinary high tanl<:. The results, as
can be seen from the diagram, plainly show that the crovm of the
trap is not a suitable position for the vent connection. If the
vent is connected too near the highest part of the trap, its end
will be filled with water and will tend to clog with grease; if,
however, it is connocted to the branch-pipe at too groat a dis-
tance from the trap, it will be of little use in preventing siphon-
age. Ordinarily the vent pipe of a croira-vented trap is useless
as the following information shows:
"Inspector W. F. Preaney, of St. Paul, in an examination
of vent-pipes from fixture traps, found that out of twenty-three
traps from kitchen sinks, twelve were completely obstructed with
grease, ten partially obstructed, and only one perfectly clear.
The latter, however, had been regularly inspected and cleaned."
Mr. Hellyer of London England performed interesting exper-
iments on trap siphonago in the year 1900. His apparatus con-
sisted of a 3- inch lead soil-pipe about 90 feet hi,p;h, open at the
top, and with the horrizontal drain ventilated at 4-0 feet from
the base of the stack. A branch pipe was attached at the height
of about 30 feet. To this branch pipe ,traps of various kinds
were fitted in turn, and each trap was tested by simultaneous
discharges from four water-closets connected to the soil-pipe at
various points above the branch. The total flush at each test
Ii
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was about fifteen gallons (15 x 8 l/z lb. = 125 lb.) WaQn the
branch-pipe was not ventilated, nearly Qvery small trap fixed to
the branch was siphoned out at the first discharge. Larger traps
gave better results, but were generally imsealed by a succession
of discharges.
It should be noted that these tests were carried on with
the traps all located at a very short distance from the vertical
stack. It will be pointed out later^ from our own experimental
work, that the power to unseal traps decreases as the length of
the horizontal branch-pipe increases. A second series of tests
was carried out on exactly similar lines, but with the branch-
pipe ventilated by a 2-inoh pipe connected with the vent-pipe.
This vent-pipe did not render all the traps proof against siphon-
age. The following data may serve to point out this fact. A
1 1/4 -inch trap v;as unsealed at the second discharge; a 2-inch
half S-trap at the fourth; a 2-inch "Eclipse"-trap at the sixth;
and a 1 l/4 inch anti-D trap lost 7/I6 inches of seal in 3, but
no more in 10 subsequent discharges.
Mr. Edward Quinn, chJ.ef Plrjmbing Inspector of St. Louis,
Mo., set up during the last year^ on the top floor of the City Hall
building, a corniination of bathroom fixtures, as shov/n in the
accompanying sketch, from which several things relating to trap
siphonage, vents and the flow of liquids throijigh horizontal
waste-pipes could be demonstrated in a simple manner.
Although scientific data was not obtained from the appara-
tus, as set up, the following results - briefly stated - could
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be easily deraonstratQd.
(1) A drum trap is the bost form of anti-ciphon trap.
(2) The size of vent has littlo to do with the prevention
of unsealing a trap.
(3) Momentum siphonags in fixtures cannot unseal a trap
entirely because of the resealing effect of water which is retain
ed on the walls of the fixture.
(4) Waste pipes flow only about l/2 full at maximum. This
evidence came from observation in glass pipe.
ZD
Diagraraatic Illustration of Apparatus
Set up by Mr. Quinn
Fio-ure 5
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On October 9, 1903 tests wero conducted in Trenton TT. J.
under the direction of the Board of Health. The testing apparatus
consisted of 1 l/2-inch vertical pipe about 35 feet long connected
at top by means of a quick-opening valve to a tank of 180 gallons
capacity and having a horizontal connection for the placing of
traps at 4 feet belovr the tank of water. The arrangement of ap-
paratus is shown by figure e page 13,.
The tests to which these traps were subjected were unusual-
ly severe and cannot be taken as representative of the siphonic
action they would be required to withstand in a well-designed
drainage-system. It was estimated by Mr. Cosgrove that the fac-
tor of safty in the tests was about twenty.
The following table briefly shov;s the results of the tests.
Name of Trap Depth of
Seal
Inches
Contents
of
Trap-oz.
Duration
of
Siphonic
Action
§econda
Results.
Contents - oz, Depth
Inches
.
Sure -Seal 4 3/S 21 1/2 5 11 1/4 1 7/8
ditto. 4 3/8 21 1/2 25 9 7/8 1 3/4
Cudell P. 1/4 13 1/2 5 6 1
ditto. 2 1/4 1:^ 1/2 25 6 1
Ha j oca 7 1/2 35 1/2 5 7 1/2 2 3/4
ditto. 2 3/4 7 1/2 5 Still lowf)red
ditto. 2 3/4 7 1/2 25 6 3/4 1 1/2
Centrifugal 3 3/4 29 1/2 5 10 1/4 1
\ ditto 1 10 1/4 25 10 O.Q
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An elaborate series of tests has "been mado this yoar by
L3derle & Provost, ' sanitary experts, of New York, under the im-
mediate direction of A, E. Hansenj>,B, S.^at the request of Rudolph
Miller, Superintendent of the Bureau of Buildings, Borough of
Manhatt n, "for the purpose of determining the scientific prin-
ciples underlying the influence which the distance of a plumbing
trap from its vent connection exerts on
the seal of trap."
The apparatus used in these tests
is shown clearly by the photograph, figure
7 page 14 and by drawings, figures 7 and B
pages 14 and 15. It consisted of the fitt-
ings and fixtures noted in the drawings.
The conditions of greater heights
of soil and'-vent stacks were compensated
for by bushing their top opening; such
bore reduction producing an increase in
the friction of air similar to that which
right be caused by extending the heights
of the stacks or by partial rust or frost
stoppages.
The traps tested v/ere shifted per-
iodically at the distances 15 inches, 18
inches, 21 inches, 24 inches and 36 inches
from the vertical stack. Three types of
Figure 6.
f
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11
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3u^/7/r>^-i
Soo ^o/ Tor)A
APPARATUS ASSEMBLED 1\ LABORATORY OF LEDERLE & PROVOST, NEW YORK CITY, TO TEST INFLUENCE OF DISTANCE OF VENT
CONNECTION ON TRAP SEAL
Figure 8
II
i
I
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tests vrere applied to the traps in these various positions. The
types of tosts were: as follows:
Type
1.
3.
Rate of
Flow
gal. per
minute
Condition
of
Observation
Glass.
Time
of .
Flow.
V/ater Closet
125 Full 1 mini, 7^0 Simultaneous
DiBchar,f5^e
.
125 Full 2 mini. 60 7/ater Closet
not Discharge
V/ater Closet Cistern only -.ras emptied
Iquivalent
V/ater
Closets
.
Remarks,
Prom these tests seven conclusions were drawn. Of these
the
conclusions but one, ' on <. increasing/ydi stance of witer-closet
ti-aps from their vent Connections, will be made use of in this
discussion.
The condensed results follow:
-
Average of average losses of seal of W. C. Traps at:
15 inch distance :1.07 inches, loss
18 " "
21 " "
24 '* "
36 •* "
Average of average losses of soal of 2 cast-iron W. C.
traps atJ
:1.03 "
:0,95 "
:0.97 "
:0,97 "
I
"17"
EUGENE CIF.TZCEN PO., CK ICaGO.
I4
J.8 -
15 inch distance: 0.83 inches, loss
18 " " : 0.74 "
21 " " : 0.78 " "
24 " " : 0.74 " "
An average of all C. Traps tested for all types of tests
results in the following interes
t
J values
At the 15-inch distance : 0.95 inch. loss
At the 18-inch " : 0.88 inch. "
At the 21-inch " : 0.86 inch. "
At the 24-inch " J 0.35 inch. "
A curve herewith shows the above results in a graphical form.
As will be pointed out later, part of the experimental
work of this thesis carries out the above tests to greater dis-
tances of the trap from the vertical stack. A curve vd.ll show
the values of losses up to 12 feet of horizontal soil pipe ex-
tension. (Page 17.
)
Size of Soil-Pi-pes .
The question of the proper size of soil pipes for the
carrying away of the liquid v/aste from closet fixtures is one of
interest.
The accompanying photograph shows a method of demonstrat-
ing the capacity of a three inch horizontal soil pipe, used by
the St. Louis Trade School.
A careful observance of the cut reveals the type of flush-
ing apparatus used on the three closets. One closet was a siphon
I
Apparatus used by the St. Louis Trade School
Figure 9,

1 4^
Figure 10.
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30 t and the other two were siphon wash-
down closets. The siphon-jet closet was
flushed by a flushometer supplied with
water under forty pounds pressure through
a 1 1/2-inch pipe. The other two closets
were flushed from tanks, one being a low
tank and the other a high one.
When all three closets operated
at the same time the 3-inoh pipe easily
took care of the total flow, which at no
time filled more than 2/3 the capacity
of the pipe.
In the spring of 1909, an installa-
tion of plumbing work was completed at
the Beardsley Hotel in Champaign Illinois
This work included the installation of
103 lavatories in the various rooms of
the hotel. For the rooms v/hich had fix-
tures located on€ above the other a single
combined waste and vent stack was run
from the basement through the roof, and
the lavatories fitted directly on the
stack by moans of 1 l/4-inch deep seal
P-traps. The stack which contained the
greatest number of fixtures is shown in
the sketch. A series of tests v/as run
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by the writer
, , /r^ . •..
on this stack ^to ascertain the carrying capacity of a 1 1/2 inch
waste stack and tc learn whether any of the seals of the P-trap
could be broken. The tests shovred no complete breaking of the
seals in any case when the lavatories were flushed in all possible
combinations. An interesting feature was that a back-pressure
was formed on the traps of fixtures on the lowest floors- which
back-pressure occurred sufficiently strong to force air back into
the room only when all basins above were discharging together
with one or both of the basins on the lowest floor. The back
pressure caused air to escape through the traps of both basins
when both were discharging and only through the one which v/as dis-
charging when but one basin discharged together with the ones a-
bove.
Discussion o^ Size s Soil-Pipes .
From the data shown here it is not a very difficult matter
to deduce many favorable conclusions as to the advantage which a
3-inoh soil-pipe has over a 4-inch or larger size. As is seen
in the photograph, figure 9 > the 3-inch pipe carried the discharge
from three closets by means of the hydraulic gradient of the pipe
alone. If the water in the pipe were subjected to a head and
were made to run more nearly full, it vrould be safe to say that
the same pipe would take care of six closets when discharged sim-
ultaneously. If, however, these closets discharged directly into
a vortical 3-inch stack, the water woijild have assumed a veloci-
ty of 32.32 feet per second, (see YJeston^s Tables in "Friction of
1
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vVater in Pipes-page 15), Now a 3-inc;h pipe discharging verti-
cally will Jiave a capacity of at least three times that in the
horizontal pipe-provided both are flov/ing entirely full of water.
This fact would indicate then that a 3 -inch stack will easi-
ly care for" the flow from eighteen to twenty-four water-closets.
Another factor v^-orthy of consideration is the better scouring
action of the 3-inch soil pipe. It is only where t?e sewage
flows in a trickling stream that deposits are possible. In the
large pipe, the water instead of flowing in a cleansing stream
is dashed from side to side until it reaches the eewer.
In the average jet closet, about the greatest flush at any
one time is 30 pounds or nearly 4 gallons. This water is dis-
charged at the rate of about l/2 gallon per second, A 3-inch
pipe laid at a grade of I foot in 20 feet will safely carry 1 2/3
gallons per second, l Cosgrove's Principles and Practice of Plumbini':
page 99;,
In proportioning a vertical stack no formula has been
found by the writer. It would be necessary to make experiments
on velocities of water in stacks before its being possible to
obtain any accurate rule or formula regarding the passage of
water dovm soil-stacks. As will be seen later, the question
of the amount of back-presaure occurring near the bottom of
the stack is quite an important factor in determining the size
of the vertical stack.
If we assume avelocity of 20 fe^t per second in the liquid
falling down a 3-inch stack ( Weston's " Friction of Water in

Pipes" gives a velocity of 32.32 feet per second with a loss of
one foot head per foot of pipe.), an apparant ample factor of
safety is provided by using sizes smaller than 4-inche3 in dia-
meter as will be seen by the following assijuned conditions:- In
a building four stories high with toilet rooms containing 20 clos-
ets on each floor, it may be said that twenty-five per cent of
the closets are supposed to discharge l/2 gallon per second in
such a way that a solid liquid core is formed in the pipe. On
this assumption the stack would seem to care for,
1/2 X 0.25 X 4x20 = 10 gallons per second
But Q = A X V = 10 gallons per second
Hence A = Q/v =9.6 square inches.
A pipe of this area has a diameter of 3 l/2 inches.
This method of estimating the size of a vertical soil
stack, however, does not take into account the amount of back-
pressure that would be fonned at the bottom of the stack. It
seems to the writer that until a thorough test of the effect of
the size of stack on the back-pressure at or near the base, is
made, there is no reliable way of proportioning tall stacks. A
possible way of preventing back-pressure would be to increase the
stack and the horizontal run leading from the base of the stack
for a few feet each way from the bottom bend.
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III
.
Description of Apparatus Usod at
The University of Illinois .
An arrangement for carrying on extensive tests of the
by the writer
principlen of plumbing systems was designed ^and erected in
the new power house of the University of Illinois, It consisted
chiefly of a. 4-inch extra heavy soil-pipe stack which extended
from the basement through four landings to the fourth floor.
The dimensions are shown on the illustration figure 11, page 2&.
Aid was secured from manufacturers of plumbing goods and con-
tractors who have shown an interest in the work of undertaking
scientific tests of plumbing principles, and it was thus made
possible to obtain the material that went into the construction
of the testing arrangement. Reference is made to figures. 12 and
13 on pages 26 and 27, for a clear idea of the apparatus.
It will be noticed that the average conditions ordinarily
met in plumbing installations are made a feature of this ter:t
stack. The fixtures usod on the top floor consisted of four
siphon -jet water closets equipped with different types of
flushometers. On the second floor a short stub of wrought iron
4-inch pipe IB-inches long, was connected to a special F. & V/.
tee in the stack. This stub of pipe was threaded and equipped
with a coupling for attaching extensions of pipe of varying length
and size.
A manometer graduated in inches was attached to the ends of
the stub and of the extensions. (See fi.rcure 13, page 27 for
method of connecting the manometer). The purpose of the manomet-
er 7;as to read the amount of pull on a trap located at the dist-
ance
1i
ri
i
I On
8.
C.
:D. FLOOR A-
^^^^^^
Figujr© 11.
W.& X. 4X4X2-inch "Y' s"
.
A.
B.
D.
C.
E.
F.
G.
H.
K.
L.
M.
N.
0.
P.
R.
S.
T.
U.
LEGEND
90-"bend. at end of horizont
al 4-inch line on Floor 4.
Blake test fitting.
Special 4-inch tapped tee
with 1-4 inch cast iron
tee opening and 5- 2 inch
tapped openings in side.
Special F.&W. back-vent
fitting, TTo. H. 1902.
Observation cross.
4X4X2- inch "Y'l
Blake test fitting.
4X4-inch sanitary tee.
F.o; V/, special tee
No. H. 1778.
Observation cross.
4X4X2-inch "Y"
.
Blake test fitting,
4X4X2-inch sanitary tee.
4X4-inch sanitary tee.
Observation cross.
4X4X2
-inch "Y".
Blake test fitting.
4X4-inch 3anita.rv t.^.^.
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ApparatuB on Floor 4
Figure 12,
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J.P.Putnam Trap Testing Apparatus.
Figure 14.
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in question.
A Putnam trap testing apparatus, shovm by the accompanying
photograph figurel4, page 28, was used to convert the readings
obtained by the manometer directly to the amount of pull on all
types of traps. In other words the Putnam apparatus served to
calibrate all traps in terms of the manometer used.
The method of connecting the manometer to any fitting was
a simple one. Test plugs having a long arm were used, and thus
the difficulties that would arise in connecting on traps were
avoided. (See Figure 13, page 27)
The manometer used was a simple "u'' tube filled with water
graduated in inches and connected to the arm of the test plug by
means of a short rubber tube. The observation openings, indicat-
ed by circles E, L, R, etc., on the stack sho?/n in figure 11,
page 25 were constructed of 4 x 4-inch crosses having circular
glass plates cemented into the hubs of the fittings by means of
litharge cement.
The water entered the stack at D on the 4th floor level.
The maximum amount of water which entered at the 4th floor was
equivalent to the flush from 3 water closets (90 pounds in 10
seconds). This quantity could be varied by means of a quick
opening valve and thus approximate 1, 2, or 3 closets flushing
simultaneoiasly
.
A line of 2- inch water pipe was installed connected to
the University supply. Openings (2x2 tees) were left at
each landing and floor level for the purpose of carrying out
those tests outlined in the introduction of this thesis.

IV . Experimental Work >
Two different types of tests were applied:
Type 1. Water was discharged by three closet flusho-
meters, running continuously, on the fourth floor, while maaometer
readings were taken at the various openings on the third floor.
The horizontal soil pipe on the third floor v/as varied from 4-inch
es to 13-feet in length. All openings were closed except "A"
which was of a full 4-inch diameter.
Type 2. YTater was discharged from the three closets on
the fourth floor in periods of ten seconds. This flush totaled
to 92 pounds and was equivalent to the actual conditions for three
sets of fixtures. The readings were taken for both back-pressure
and for vacuum at every point available in the stack. Observa-
tions were made at the same time as to the steadiness or the un-
steadiness of the pull and the back-pressure.
1. Special Tests.
The time taken for the water to fall from the top floor to
the bottom of the stack was observed; and a further observance of
the piling-up effect of the water (the direct cause of back-pres-
sure in vertical stacks) at the bottom, v/as made.

Pull on Traps vs. Distance from Vent Connection.
RESULTS OP TESTS—TYPE Ng^ 1.
No. of closets
flushed
Distance of
trap to
vent conn.
Readin'^s-::- Remarks
.
1 2 3 Average
5. 4-inches 2.0 1.9 2.25 2.05 Jerky pullo
»- • 15-inches 1.75 2.0 2.0 1.916 More steady
• 15-fGet 1.12 1.9 2.25 1.79 Very steady
•"•The readings of the manometer were taken at the end of
each minute in every case, with water being flushed continuously
from the fourth floor. The maximum reading( in inches of water
vacuum) was taken.
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.
RRSIJT.TS OF TESTS— U£E Ho. 2..
'ime IVacuiimjBack-
of inchesIPress
flush of
sec. kater
Fit
ti
No.
ngof
trial
-s
Dist
ance
from
bot-
tom
of
sta
eet
Dist-
ance
from
top
of
stack
etckfe
To.
of
clo-
sets
tfluslij
-ed
inches
of
water
Remarks,
D.
F.
H.
K.
iV.
0.
S.
u.
w.
X.
Z"-:
46.
44.
?1.
50.
?0.
PA,
15.
11.
o.
4.
n
•
0.
o
•
7.
15.
16.
16.
oo
31.
35.
^•1.
42.
43.
4^;.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
lu.
0.5
0.5
3.0
2.^5
2.25
2.0
2.25
0.
0.
n
•
1.25
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
1.25
2.5
2.5
4.5
5.0
6.0
7.0
6,0
Very steady.
ditto.
Steady.
Steady till last of
flush.
ditto
Very steady.
Steady till last of
flush.
Jerky: worst at last of
flush,
ditto.
Steady till last of
flush,
ditto.
More jerky^- worst at
beginning''/^^ end-flueli.
Steady* vrorst at last of
flush.
Jerky thruout flush;
steady at last.
Koading taken at end of a 13-foot horizontal extension.
Reading taken at tho"Heel" fitting "Z".
Reading taken at the Side of fitting "Z"..
Closets flushed intermittently in 10 second periods.

Result s of SDocial Tests .
The time taken for water to fall dov;n a vertical 4- inch
vent pipe is given in the following table:
No. of
trial
Height of stack
feet
Total Time
falling
seconds
Average velocity
feet prr second.
1. 44 5.0 14.7
2. 44 2.6 16.G
?. 44 2.5 17.6
Average /...A. 2.7 inj^, ,
K- The results obtained are not accurate enough to
use as a basis for figur ing velocities in a 4 - inch
vented stack owing to the fact that delicate instru-
ments were not used.
1
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^, Conclusions .
1, On Increasin;^ the Distanc e of Trap s from Thei r Vent
Connections .
By comparing the data as noted on pages 31 and 3S with that
obtained by Lederle & Provost noted on pages 16, 17 and 18,
it is seen that between the distance to 20-inches the amount
of vacuum decreases, and then remains almost constant for all
distances greater than 20- inches. The renult of the test on
the 13-foot extension sho¥/s a decrease of l/4-inch under the
reading at the 15- inch extension ( see K and Kf page 32 ) . It
may be safely concluded, therefore that the amount of vacuum
produced at the end of a long horizontal extension, vrhich is a
measure of the danger of trap siphoning, by the discharges from
fixtures on floors above is slightly less than the amount of pull
or vacuum at or near the vertical stack to which the horizon^-al
is attached. This decrease in vacuuro, hovjever, is an almost
1 nappreciable quantity.
The fact, moreover, that the vacuum produced on traps at
increased distances was more steady in its action, was probably
due to the elasticity of the increased volume of air contained
within the long pipe. This decrease in fluctuation is a slight
advantage for any trap that may bo located at the greater dis-
ance, as was easily shovm by m.eans of the Putnam Trap Testing
Apparatus.
This conclusion must not be interpreted, however, to mean
Ii
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that long unvented branch wastes or soil pipes should be permitted,
2. Qj? the Carryinp; Capacity of and Velocitie s in
Vertical Soil S tack s
.
The data shown on page 33 would indicate that the velocities
ordinarily assumed in vertical vented pipes are usually greater
than the actual ones. It v/as observed by means of the glass
windows in the apparatus that small quantities of water fall down
the stack in the form of small drops, while large quantities ( those
greater than the flush from one closet) take a whirling motion
downwards- leaving the air in the central portion of the stack.
At and near the bottom of the stack the water piles up owing,
apparently, to the sudden change in its direction and velocity.
This piHng up • has the serious affect of causing back-pressure
on fixture traps at or close to the bottom of a tall stack,
A possible remedy for the sudden decrease in the velocity
of the flow at the bottom of a stack would be to increase the
cross-sectional area at that point. The writer sugi^ests that
a further investigation of this point be made.
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5. liQ the Carrying Capacitie s of Horizontal Spil -Pipe s
.
Observations (by means of the glass windows in the test stack)
indicated that the flov; of sewage in short horizontal soil pipes
follows the same la^s that have been carefully \vorked out for
sewerage systems. The horizontal house sewer at a point near the
place where the vertical ctack enters it, hovvever, should be
increased a sufficient amount to t8.ke care of the sudden change
in the velocity of the liquid which enters at that point. Observ-
ation of the condition that occurred at the bottom of the soil
stack (sec figure 11) showed that the main- drain just below the
fitting "Z" was entirel ,^ filled with- the liquid while at a
distance of less than 10 feet av/ay the flow filled but one-fourth
of the diameter of the pipe.
I
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VI
.
Discussion of Plumbing Problems .
Next to the siphonage of traps, no other plumbinji: problom
has been given more theoretical conoidoration than the "main
house- trapi Many plumbing experts have reasons for favoring th
appendix to an installation of domestic plumbing, while manj'-
othrr men take an opposing view of it.
These views summed up are as follows :-
va). Arguments for the installation of the main trap:
1. The main trap prevents air from the street sewer enter-
ing the stacks and finding its way into the house by way of
bad joints which exist to some degree in every plumbing installa-
tion.
2. The air from the street sewer i^ kept in the sewer by
the main trap and thus is prevented from finding its way into
windows which may be located above the roof outlet of the stack.
3. It is claimed that the main trap decreases the proba-
bility of a stack becoming clogged with frost in the winter time.
4. Aji argument is sometimes made that the fluctuating
pressures in the street sewer arc prevented from, hindering the
seals of fixture traps by being intercepted at the m.ain trap.
5. Another argument has often been made that the citizen
should not be compelled to ventilate the city se?/ers by conveyinr:
the se'/vor-air through his dwelling.

These arguments and many more like them arc as antiquated
as the main trap itself,
^b). Argioments Against the the Installation of the
Main House Trap:
1, The house trap obstructs the flow of the house-sewage
diminishes its velocity and causes deposits v/hich become a
nuisance to clean out.
2. The house trap goes hand in ha,nd with the fresh air
inlet which belches forth as much foul air as the fresh air that
it draws into the stacl^.
^5. The house trap closes the branch between the house
and the sewer so that a portion of the sewer can have no possible
means of ventilating itself,
4. A costly piece of work such as we find the m.ain house
trap to be is an unnecessary item in the installation of a
m.odern plumbing system and like such items as the old pan-closet
will in time become a matter of past history,
5. ' The intercepting trap increases the back pressure on
the base of the stack.
The writer suggests that such plumbing problems as the
above and the ones mentioned in the introduction of this thesis
a
be taken up a^ separate series of experiments. It is felt that
thorough and scientific investigation of these questions at
this institution or at similar institutions will lead to a far
broader knowledge of plumbing principles than is at present
contained in the literature on the subject.
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